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Indicator 20192020

GDP (% growth/decline)

Household Final Consumption 

Expenditure (% growth/decline)

Unemployment Rate (%)

-9.6% 6.1%

Economic Snapshots (Philippines)

-7.9% 5.9%

10.3% 5.1%

Labor Force Participation Rate (%)

GDP per capita (2018 prices)

59.5% 61.3%

P164,919 P181,920

HFCE per capita (2018 prices) P123,915 P133,177



Timeline

January  12 March 17 May 5 June 13 June 30 October 10

Taal Volcano 

Eruption

Start of 

lockdown 

measures

PHL 

Congress 

votes to not 

renew ABS-

CBN 

franchise

Launch of 

Kapamilya 

Channel

Sky Direct and 

ABS-CBN TV 

Plus is ordered 

by NTC to shut 

down

“A2Z”starts airing 

in Mega Manila





Philippine TV industry has gone through a rollercoaster ride in 2020





TV viewership has not recovered since.





TV Ad and Number of 

Spots (Kapamilya 

Channel and A2Z 

Channel)







In spite of gloomy picture in TV viewing, pay TV 
viewership has been observed to have increased 
significantly during primetime.







However, Pay TV Subscription has increased at the same time…



However, Pay TV Subscription has increased at the same time…



Both for cable subscription…



Both for cable subscription…



…and satellite subscription.







ABS-CBN’s TVplus GMA Affordabox

The rollout of digital terrestrial television or DTT continues to progress as the

appreciation for DTT has improved over the years with the increased use of affordable

set-top boxes:



Other trends worth watching:

• Continuing presence of ABS-CBN on digital (e.g., iWantTFC), 

on pay TV (e.g., ANC, Kapamilya Channel, etc.), and through 

TV5 and Zoe Broadcasting Network’s A2Z

• GMA’s recently launched own digital channels such as 

Hallypop, Heart of Asia, and I Heart Movies

• Moving of advertising spends to digital, following consumers 

as they get further into OTT and connected TV



Online





YET, INTERNET CONSUMPTION IS ABOVE AVERAGE









…BUT BELOW 
AVERAGE IN 

TERMS OF PAYING 
FOR DIGITAL 

CONTENT



PHL SNAPSHOT: OTT 

OTT users ~36 million

OTT penetration (amongst all 

consumers surveyed in PHL)

Heavy users (watches at least 4 

hours per day)

34%

32%

Source: Cited by Kantar and The Trade Desk (The Future of TV: A report on the state of OTT in the Philippines)



Source: Cited by Kantar and The
Trade Desk (The Future of TV: A
report on the state of OTT in the
Philippines)











Piracy













What we can 

glean on the 

data? Despite the lack of data on Pay TV for 2020, extrapolating from the 2019 data suggest it 

would have likely continued its growth trajectory had it not been for the pandemic. (It 

would have still been possible for the overall segment to grow given the growth in Cignal 

TV’s subscriber base that year)

OTT providers have benefitted from the trend of going digital amid the pandemic. 

Constraints on internet speed and infrastructure suggests there is still room for growth in 

this segment. 

TV viewership has gone down on the aggregate compared with pre-pandemic level, albeit 

it is showing signs of recovery a year after.

The country’s relatively-low internet penetration rate may also suggest that Pay TV can 

still coexist with OTT. (No cutting of cord yet)

Rather than think of the situation as a zero-sum game, both segments would benefit if 

video piracy is addressed.



Thank you. 


